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How about you? 

§ In charge of team member’s development?

§ Lean leader?

§ Taken an online class before? 



It’s all fun and 
games…

§How did you learn?

§Practice round?

§Why play again and again?



Today’s purpose

Discover ways you can leverage LEI’s online modules to train 

and inspire your own teams to “play lean” at work. 

How are we going to do that?



Agenda:
1. Look at a new course
2. Deep dive into one 

module



Agenda:
1. Look at a new 

course

2. Deep dive into 

one module

3. Discuss how 

we could 

leverage it

4. Q/A

5. Giveaways



When doing XYZ:

§Do this!

§And this…

§Don’t forget….

And this key point!





What was different? 



When touring a Model Line:

§Encourage curiosity and discovery.

§Promote applying principles of lean situationally.

§Connect to problems they experience in their own work.

§Highlight improvement efforts linked to things customers value.

§ Focus on the principles behind the change more than the 

change itself.

Prioritize motivation (especially at the beginning)!



Theory

Transfer



1. Look at new course
2. Deep dive into one module
3. Discuss how we could leverage 
    these modules



How to build off the 
practice round?



RULES 

OF 

CHESS



Three ways to use these modules
1

Complete entire course to 
level set you and your team 
with basic understanding.

2
Complete a module, go apply 

the learning to your work, 
then return to next module.

3
Pull on modules as needed— 

when related to a current 
problem you're experiencing.

Go observe 
your own work 
processes



Key Points

§Have a playful mindset

§ LEI modules as a 

• space that allows for learning to occur

• practice round 

• flexible collection of lessons



Giveaways

§ Link to sample module* 

§Coupon for $600 off the Work Improvement BUNDLE*

§ Ideas for leveraging online modules for team development

*Available for 14 days 



Work Improvement BUNDLE

Individual Bundle 6-month $249 US for a single user
Enterprise Bundle 6-month $1,999 US for unlimited users

All three courses



How do they work together?
Alternative Method

Deep-Dive


